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Early dollar bill – How IT WAS

Money today is NOT backed by anything
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The Federal Reserve and IRS are a hoax – Neither are part of the USA.

The Federal Reserve, or Fed, is a privately owned central bank that controls the money supply of the United States. All
the dollars we have in existence today were created by the Federal Reserve. In fact, if you look at any piece of currency
you will see that it says Federal Reserve Note on it.

To better understand the Federal Reserve it is important to understand that the creation of a central bank has long been
the plan from international bankers. After many failed attempts it wasn’t until 1913 that the bankers finally
accomplished their goal.

Give me control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes her laws – Mayer Amschel Rothschild

To really understand the Fed you first need to understand a few things about economics.

Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is absolute master of all industry and commerce… and when you
realize that the entire system is very easily controlled, one way or another, by a few powerful men at the top, you will
not have to be told how periods of inflation and depression originate.

We use money on a daily basis but do we really know why we use money or where it comes from?

Federal Reserve and IRS Hoax – HOW MONEY REALLY WORKS – YOU WORK FOR THEM

WATCH THIS VIDEO AND SHARE THIS POST!

Money evolves from bartering. When a society starts out, people barter what they have for what they need and want.
Somebody may barter a cow for 1,000 oranges. This is what the stock exchange was founded on years ago in the 1800s –
bartering.

But as society becomes more advanced and needs are more specific it becomes hard to barter certain types of goods.
What if somebody has a cow to barter but only wants 100 oranges? How do they barter 1/10 of their cow?

So money develops as an item to use in place of barter. Rather than barter 2 goods directly, money is introduced as a
medium of exchange to make bartering easier and more useful. Now if somebody wants only 100 oranges they can first
barter their cow for coins like gold or silver.

And then once they have the coins they can now barter just one coin for 100 oranges. Rather than trade their cow
directly for 100 oranges, they first traded their cow for money. And then they used a fraction of this money to trade for
100 oranges.

We have used lots of things for money throughout history but gold and silver usually end up being money because they
have all of these properties more so than anything else.

Now gold and silver are great for money, but they can be a bit cumbersome to transport around all the time. People
would much rather carry dollars or credit cards than coins. So banks start to issue paper receipts for gold, and people
exchange these receipts instead of the gold itself.

So people store gold in their bank, and the bank issues a receipt saying that you own X ounces of gold. At anytime you
can return to the bank and hand them your receipt to reclaim your physical gold. This is where it gets interesting so pay
attention…

The dollars we hold in our wallets are actually a receipt on money, at least that’s what they originally were. So when the
US first started minting dollars you were able to go back to your bank and turn your dollar in for gold. This hasn’t
happened in decades! Money today is backed by NOTHING!

But that has changed and you can’t do that anymore, look at one today:

Our money used to be backed by gold. Now it isn’t backed by gold. We have what is called fiat money now. Our money
isn’t backed by anything. So the important property of money called “Store of Value” is no longer present in our money.
Because our money isn’t backed by value it can’t possibly serve as a store of value. And when you have money without a
store of value it is no longer money… it is currency. And that is what we have today.

The Federal Reserve prints endless money with NO BACKING OF ANY KIND. Money is empty debt notes.

WHAT REALLY IS THE FEDERAL RESERVE? READ THIS!

If you really want to know who is behind the Fed simply follow the money. Look who got bailed out in 2009:

This post on how the Federal Reserve and IRS are a hoax and con is meant to get your researching. This is all true. Banks
are in business to hold funds backed by nothing, as the Federal Reserve spends and spends and prints more empty
money.

We the people pay off ALL DEBTS by the US government and the IRS is the MOB that collects for them.

The government spends and spends and we pay it all off.

We the people are their slaves and if we don’t comply (pay up), we are threatened with jail time. See how it works? Taxes
are illegal…look into it. US Constitution refresher.

The Federal Reserve, or Fed, is a privately owned bank that controls the money supply of the United States. The federal
reserve is a hoax.

Share this ROTTER News post with others

Subscribe to ROTTER News  

RoxyTube.com – YouTube alternative by me

Roxycast.com – FaceBook alternative by me

There are NO ADS on ROTTER News. Google and ad agencies will not work with ROTTER News due to the content that’s
published – thought – provoking TRUTH.

Government has been attacking your Freedom of Speech and Right To Bear Arms. Government hates the US Constitution
and the People. Look into this. Thank you to those who have donated…it helps to keep us online.
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Kay Mitchell on November 20, 2022 at 1:03 pm 

So what are “We the People” going to do about this 2 yr. rampage of radical, progressive Democrat crimes and treason??

Apparently we can’t even ensure honest vote counting at the polls!
In the 3 rd week of Nov. 2022, the new reported finding bags of undelivered ballots in a ravine in Santa Clarita!!

Votes DON’T COUNT. Vote COUNTERS DO!

What’s the point in President Trump running again in 2024? He’s already won twice and it was a LANDSLIDE VICTORY in 2020 for
him. But Billionaires BOUGHT the Biden coup de’ete win.

The entire world knows it. We all saw the CCTV videos on Youtube of poll workers getting rid of crates of Republican ballots and
bringing in huge suitcases of fakeballots for Biden after poll hours.

I thought for SURE that a plan was in effect to prevent such fraud from happening again in Nov. 2022, but Nooooooo. Same old
shenanigans along with some new ones by Dems.

Henry Acres on September 12, 2022 at 9:39 pm 

https://www.collapse.news/2022-08-15-deep-state-plan-revealed-frame-civil-war-to-justify-un-troops-occupy-america.html

And, here people have always thought of Switzerland as the good guy..LOL

https://dcdirtylaundry.com/switzerland-threatens-residents-who-heat-their-homes-this-winter-with-jail-time/

Kay Mitchell on November 20, 2022 at 1:23 pm 

All true I’m sure. There’s no end to daily crimes by the radical, communist Left.

What I want to know is What is being done about it?? CAN anything be done or is America on it’s knees to China?

Larry Croft on September 6, 2022 at 10:12 pm 

Think of the BIG PAYOFFS for the 9-11 so called attack. Billions paid out, even more unaccounted for- Pentagon’s trillions. Afghan
withdrawal, Ukraine war funding. IF you don’t see a pattern, you are willing ignorant. These leaches are here to suck us dry of
everything =EVEVRTHING! The love of money is the root of all evil.

ROTTER News - Steve on September 7, 2022 at 9:59 pm 

100% TRUTH – WARS, DONATING TO OTHER COUNTRIES, all a collection bag. Churches are the same. Churches are
corrupt! Men / priests thinking they’re above people….most of them think this way. What gives them the right to hear the
sins of man? People should be praying and talking to GOD! Not some priest who thinks he’s over man. I saw this as a kid. I
NEVER called any of them father. They are not my father.

nng on September 10, 2022 at 12:05 pm 

If your speaking of the Roman Catholic Church, you are correct. And..it isn’t even Christian. It has a different
jesus than that of the Bible. Sharing this video with you. He tells the truth about the Roman Catholic Church but
lies about Bible believing Protestants. It is the One world church (Babylon) the Catholic Church that is the Harlot
spoken of by John in Revelation 17 & 18. Here is the video and don’t forget to see the comments. If you’re a Bible
believing Christian this is what they think about you! : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYxmo7Dpi0M

nng on September 10, 2022 at 12:08 pm 

Here is another video of his calling for another INQUISION: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XpEBpU8vWU4

C-n-p on September 19, 2022 at 3:29 pm 

The Bank of England too is a hoax. The same people run the Fed ie. Rothschild’s evil Santanic family inter-
breeding beasts!!! The whole banking system owned by this Zionist family. Rockefeller’s took over medical
industry big pharma, and corporations, they diversified into medicine and changed holistic to modern and used
synthetics to mimick natural proven remedies to fight illnesses. The whole point is not cure btnto keep one sick

Kay Mitchell aka anniebutler2013 on November 20, 2022 at 1:41 pm 

We better focus on the fact that presidential elections are a hoax and have been so since JFK was
murdered by the FBI.

If nothing is done to stop it happening again in 2024, as it did in 2020 and 2022,
we are all going to be Chinese-Americans.

Kay Mitchell aka anniebutler2013 on November 20, 2022 at 1:38 pm 

If God interfered in our wars, he wouldn’t allow 3rd world, cave-men soldiers there to bash babies heads
against walls and rape little boys.

I believe God lets us make our choices and then experience the consequences.

We best be talking to our new Republican Congressmen and supporting the honest ones who vote and fight for
America and the Constitution, while we still can!

Kay Mitchell AKA anniebutler2013 on November 20, 2022 at 1:31 pm 

Intelligent Americans know al this.

Those who don’t know are those who don’t WANT to know and blindly for a free dollar just follow socialism like sheep
follow a shepherd.

So enough already. I don’t even listen to the litany of the Left’s successful schemes and crimes every day.

I KNOW already! How about some legal reckoning. Hopefully congress can help now that they have the at least a razor-thin
majority. But..you know that are unethical R.I.N.O.s among the true Republican congressmen.

Billionaires have made sure of THAT.

M.E.R. on September 6, 2022 at 8:40 pm 

a few bankers refused to go along with the SCAM and for doing so were killed off by the sinking of the OLYMPIC in 1912 everyone is
told and believes it was the TITANIC, yet another LIE we’ve been told, the TITANIC was renamed OLYMPIC and vice versa, it was also
an insurance scam they made more money by sinking it than it cost to build plus it got the bankers out of the way who refused to go
along with the federal reserve, there is a video to prove it I will post if someone asks to see it.

ROTTER News - Steve on September 7, 2022 at 10:00 pm 

Thanks for bringing this up! This is correct. Then hollyweird glamorizes it into a love story. Disgusting and Pathetic.

Kay Mitchell aka anniebutler2013 on November 20, 2022 at 1:47 pm 

Hollywood has been sold and bought by China.
Surely anyone who cares, already is aware of that.

It’s a waste of time to even discuss it. Time could be spent supporting the new, honest congressmen who will
fight for America and the Constitution.

We only have 2 yrs. to prosecute the radical Left before Nov. 2024.

If they are allowed to steal that election, it’s all over for America and the Constitution. We’ll all be Chinese slaves
then.

Armando DOnofrio on September 30, 2022 at 10:13 am 

I would like to see that video
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Bank Amount

Citigroup $2.513 trillion

Morgan Stanley $2.041 trillion

Merrill Lynch $1.949 trillion

Bank of America $1.344 trillion

Barclays PLC $868 billion

Bear Sterns $853 billion

Goldman Sachs $814 billion

Royal Bank of Scotland $541 billion

JP Morgan Chase $391 billion

Deutsche Bank $354 billion

UBS $287 billion

Credit Suisse $262 billion

Lehman Brothers $183 billion

Bank of Scotland $181 billion

BNP Paribas $175 billion

Wells Fargo $159 billion

Dexia $159 billion

Wachovia $142 billion

Dresdner Bank $135 billion

Societe Generale $124 billion

All Other Borrowers $2.639 trillion

Total $16.1 trillion
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